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Abstract ……..

This project focuses on demonstrating prototype software using the Lloyd’s Register Data 
Interface Management Engine (DIME) as a central hub to import ship models and export the 
models to various engineering analysis software applications. The ship models can be created 
with commercial software such as SmartMarine 3D, AVEVA Tribon, NAPA or AutoCAD.  The 
geometric data in the ship model can be 2D or 3D.  In this demonstration, DIME imports the ship 
model and exports it for the specific analysis software applications Trident Modeller, LR Naval 
Ship Rules, Waveload, and Trident FEA, AVAST and Cathodic Protection. 

Résumé ….....

Le projet porte sur la démonstration d’un logiciel prototype qui utilise le moteur DIME (Data 
Interface Management Engine, soit moteur de gestion d’interface de données) de Lloyd’s Register 
comme plaque tournante pour importer des modèles de navire et exporter ces modèles vers 
diverses applications logicielles d’analyse d’ingénierie. Les modèles de navire peuvent être créés 
au moyen de logiciels commerciaux comme SmartMarine 3D, AVEVA Tribon, NAPA ou 
AutoCAD. Les données géométriques du modèle de navire peuvent être bidimensionnelles ou 
tridimensionnelles. Dans la démonstration, DIME importe le modèle de navire et l’exporte pour 
des logiciels d’analyse, soit Trident Modeller, LR Naval Ship Rules, Waveload, et Trident FEA,
AVAST et Cathodic Protection. 
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Executive summary 

Ship Product Model Demonstration: 
E. Teng; T. Macadam; DRDC Atlantic CR 2012-165; Defence R&D Canada –
Atlantic; July 2012. 

Introduction or background: This work is the continuation of a longstanding collaboration 
between DRDC Atlantic and Martec Limited concerning research and development into software 
solutions for ship lifecycle management (LCM).  As part of this collaboration, Martec Limited 
previously explored the suitability of various commercial ship single product models (SPMs) to 
supply data for various types of LCM engineering analyses and proposed a data schema for 
transferring data from commercial software to DIME and exporting the data from DIME to other 
applications.  This project is to use the DIME ship data model as the master model, to implement 
a prototype to import a ship model generated with commercial software to DIME, and to export 
the model data to engineering analysis tools. 

Results: The implementation of the prototype using DIME as a central hub to import a ship 
model is complete. The ship model used for testing in this project is a representative patrol vessel, 
generated with IntelliShip (former name of SmartMarine).  All the geometry and physical 
properties in the patrol vessel model are imported and exported via DIME to Trident Modeller, 
Naval Ship Rules, AVAST and Cathodic Protection. Trident Modeller can generate meshes based 
on the imported patrol vessel geometric data and exports the data to Trident FEA. With the newly 
implemented DIME interface to Trident Modeller, the models from commercial software like 
NAPA, Aveva Tribon or AutoCAD can also be exported to Trident Modeller. However, curved 
surfaces like hulls will be missing in the exported model, as DIME has yet to be enhanced to 
handle curved surfaces from NAPA and Aveva Tribon. 

Significance:  This work demonstrates that via DIME the various engineering analysis tools like 
Trident FEA, AVAST and Cathodic Protection can use the ship model generated by the 
commercial software like SmartMarine. As a central hub, DIME reads the ship data model used to 
build the ship in a shipyard and exports the necessary data for different engineering software. It 
significantly saves the time needed to populate the model in the analysis tools and speeds up the 
time to evaluate different ship designs or life-cycle assessment for the different ship structures. 

Future plans: It is recommended that the development should be carried forward based on the 
current prototype implementation to handle the hull surfaces from NAPA or Aveva Tribon. 
Consideration of a tighter integration with Trident Modeller by exporting native RMGScript 
entities instead of IGES RMGScript entities should be considered as a possible foundation from 
which to implement enhanced model preprocessing capabilities prior to meshing (e.g. model 
simplification). In the larger view, DIME will continue to be expanded to accept other ship design 
CAD models and produce input data files for a broader range of naval platform analysis software 
for structure, survivability and signatures.
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Sommaire .....

Démonstration de modèles de produit unique de navire

E. Teng; T. Macadam; DRDC Atlantic CR 2012-165; R & D pour la défense 
Canada – Atlantique; juillet 2012. 

Introduction : Les travaux décrits ici sont une suite de la collaboration de longue date entre 
RDDC Atlantique et Martec Limited sur la recherche et développement de solutions logicielles de 
gestion du cycle de vie (GCV) des navires. Dans le cadre de cette collaboration, Martec Limited a
déjà étudié comment divers modèles de produits uniques (MPU) commerciaux pour les navires 
pouvaient s’adapter afin de fournir des données en vue de divers types d’analyse d’ingénierie de 
la GCV. L’entreprise a également proposé un schéma de données pour transférer les données de 
logiciels commerciaux vers DIME et d’exporter les données de DIME vers d’autres applications.
Le présent projet consiste à utiliser le modèle de données de navire de DIME comme modèle 
maître, à mettre au point un prototype capable d’importer un modèle de navire produit avec un 
logiciel commercial dans DIME et d’exporter les données du modèle vers des outils d’analyse 
d’ingénierie.

Résultats : La mise au point du prototype utilisant DIME comme plaque tournante pour importer 
un modèle de navire est terminée. Le modèle de navire utilisé pour les essais du projet est celui 
d’un navire patrouilleur représentatif produit dans IntelliShip (ancien nom de SmartMarine). 
L’importation et l’exportation de toutes les propriétés géométriques et physiques du modèle de 
navire de patrouille sont faites par l’entremise de DIME avec Trident Modeller, Naval Ship 
Rules, AVAST et Cathodic Protection. Trident Modeller peut générer un maillage à partir des 
données géométriques du navire de patrouille importées et exporter les données vers Trident 
FEA. Avec la nouvelle interface DIME pour Trident Modeller, les modèles provenant de logiciels 
commerciaux comme NAPA, Aveva Tribon ou AutoCAD peuvent également être exportés vers 
Trident Modeller. Toutefois, les surfaces courbes comme les coques peuvent manquer dans le 
modèle exporté, car DIME n’a pas encore été doté des fonctions nécessaires pour gérer les 
surfaces courbes produites par NAPA et Aveva Tribon. 

Portée : Ces travaux démontrent qu’en utilisant DIME comme intermédiaire, divers outils 
d’analyse d’ingénierie comme Trident FEA, AVAST et Cathodic Protection peuvent utiliser le 
modèle de navire produit par un logiciel commercial comme SmartMarine. DIME agit comme 
plaque tournante : il lit le modèle de données qui sert à la construction du navire dans un chantier 
naval et exporte les données nécessaires pour différents logiciels d’ingénierie. Il permet 
d’économiser le temps nécessaire pour charger le modèle dans les outils d’analyse et réduit le 
temps consacré à l’évaluation de différentes conceptions de navire ou à l’évaluation du cycle de 
vie de différentes structures du navire. 

Recherches futures : Il est recommandé de poursuivre le développement à partir du prototype 
actuel afin d’ajouter la prise en charge des surfaces de coque de NAPA ou d’Aveva Tribon. Il faut 
envisager la possibilité d’utiliser une intégration plus étroite avec Trident Modeller grâce à 
l’exportation d’entités RMGScript natives au lieu d’entités RMGScript IGES comme base à partir 
de laquelle la mise en oeuvre de capacités de prétraitement amélioré du modèle avant le maillage 
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(comme la simplification du modèle) pourrait être faite. Dans une perspective plus large, 
l’extension de DIME se poursuivra afin de permettre l’importation d’autres modèles CAO de 
conception de navire et la production de fichiers de données d’entrée pour une gamme plus large 
de logiciels d’analyse de la structure, de la surviabilité et des signatures des plateformes navales.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Over the past decade there has been extensive work conducted on the creation of a ship structural 
analysis tool that can efficiently perform life cycle management (LCM) of the Canadian Naval 
Fleet.  This was originally investigated with the Improved Ship Structures Maintenance 
Management (ISSMM) Software Tool (IST) project which was created to develop a quick 
assessment tool for effects of ship degradation and damage.  The approach taken in that project 
was to develop a Smart Object Model (SOM) database which stored the geometric data in a 
database of structural, material and geometric information including any damage that was applied 
to the structure.  Although the IST software was successfully demonstrated to apply operational 
sea loads, assess damage, and perform fatigue and ultimate strength analysis in hours instead of 
days, the difficult, time-consuming process of creating the SOM full ship models made this 
approach unfeasible. 

A more recent approach to creating models for life cycle management was studied as part of a 
joint Martec Ltd/DRDC (DIR) project [1].  The goal of this project was to determine the 
feasibility of using third party ship product models (SPMs) to serve as the geometric model for 
the IST software.  It was felt that SPM models would be available as a result of ship design and/or 
production.  This project examined three SPM tools, CATIA, ShipConstructor, and Intelliship 
(now known as SmartMarine 3D) to determine which of these models would be most efficient at 
exporting the geometric data into the SOM database. 

With the acquisition of Martec Ltd. by Lloyd’s Register in 2008, it was determined that 
significant development savings could be realized by leveraging the Data Interface Management 
Engine (DIME) [2], an existing Lloyd’s product that could already translate data from various 
SPM packages to Lloyd’s design assessment tools.  It was decided to expand the DIME export 
functionality to serve data to naval-oriented LCM tools including the IST.  While demonstrating 
this process for one application, Trident Modeller, various limitations in the DIME data format 
relating to its use for naval analysis were identified. 

Subsequently, Martec undertook a further project to analyze the data formats for DIME and 
Trident Modeller with respect to meeting the needs of a wide variety of naval analysis types [3].  
This work resulted in a recommendation for an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) based data 
format derived from both the DIME and Trident Modeller schemas.  The data format was 
designed to accommodate the known data requirements for naval LCM [4], but was also designed 
to be highly malleable and extensible to meet unforeseen needs as they arise. 

The present work concerns carrying on this design to the first phases of implementation by 
demonstrating a working front-to-back solution for passing data from a commercial SPM to 
various LCM applications.  The solution will use DIME as the intermediary, and as such DIME’s 
data schema will be extensively modified in accordance with the previous design.  The goal of 
this work will be to demonstrate data moving from an SPM database, through DIME, to a pre-
selected subset of naval LCM software, as specified in the Statement of Work. 
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2 Ship Model

2.1 Ship Model Requirements For Engineering Analysis 

A large number of software tools are used in the design and lifecycle management of a ship. 
These software tools are normally developed to analyze the specific characteristics of the ship, for 
example, Trident FEA for strength or AVAST for acoustics, etc.  The software tools are required 
to provide solutions for specific problems based on a set of unique requirements for the ship 
design or to check the ship operations. Like the unique solutions from the software tools, the set 
of requirements for each of the software tools are also different from each other. So each software 
tool has its own data model and result representations. As such, a ship design may have multiple 
representations in various levels of detail for the same ship to satisfy the different analysis tools. 
The main purpose of this project is to avoid having to create many different models as part of the 
ship design and lifecycle management processes. Instead, the goal is that all the ship data required 
for the engineering analysis applications can be extracted from a single common database, which 
in this case is a ship product model. 

Independent of what commercial software tools are used to design and build the ship, the ship 
design can be divided into two stages: preliminary design and detail design. All the basic data are 
available for the engineering application in both design stages. While the different commercial 
software has its own efficient data manipulation tools, the ship model hierarchy is similar and the 
spiral approach in the ship design should be followed. So we can consider the ship data model in 
the following hierarchical order: 

Basic ship data: length between perpendiculars, breadth, frame spacing, hull surfaces etc.

Ship structural data: ship/block/panel/plates/girders/stiffeners. The detail model includes end
cuts, cut outs, brackets, gussets, collars, pillars, edge reinforcements, etc.

Property database which has thickness, profiles, material properties etc.

As each commercial software tool has its own data formats to save all the ship data, it is required 
to define a neutral (text-based) format to save all the required data that are necessary for the 
available engineering applications to perform analysis or simulation while maintaining the data 
consistency. It is also important that the saved data in the neutral format can still be used after 
many generations of software developments. Over the years, new versions of the commercial 
software used to design the ship may not support the legacy data, but the data saved in the neutral 
format should always be available for the engineering analysis while the ship is still in service. 
Besides, the neutral format should be simple, flexible and extensible. 

In this project, the neutral format is the DIME data format. This project demonstrates that the ship 
data can be imported into the DIME program and saved as the master data file. The imported data 
in DIME can be used to generate the different ship data models for the engineering analysis 
applications. 
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2.2 DIME Ship Data Model 
The DIME ship data model consists of XML data and IGES files. The ship’s physical properties 
are saved in DIME in the XML tree and the ship’s geometric data are saved in the IGES files. 
DIME links the structural physical properties and the geometric data together. The DIME XML 
Schema Definition (XSD) file is used to check the consistency of the XML data and the IGES 
standard format forces the ship’s geometric data to be defined in DIME exactly the same as in the 
commercial ship design software. 

The structure of the DIME XML tree resembles the ship data model in the commercial software. 
The ship production model has a similar static hierarchy as the XML tree defined in DIME for 
representing the ship data model. The DIME XML structure is a simple text-based file. There are 
many off-the-shelf free software tools available to read and parse the XML file. The ship product 
model can be searched, categorized and sorted based on any user defined criteria with the off-the-
shelf free components like Microsoft’s XML library (MSXML). 

The DIME XML structure is flexible. New elements can be added or a new property for an 
existing element can be used to indicate the uniqueness of the structure for a certain engineering 
application without affecting the existing defined tree. 

The DIME XML structure is extensible. It is easy to expand the DIME XML data as long as the 
basic hierarchy is not changed. For example, you can add a special water tight transverse 
bulkhead into the DIME XML structures under the transverse bulkhead category. All the existing 
functions will not be affected. But the DIME codes should be changed to handle this special case. 
Changing the codes inside the DIME framework is straightforward. 

The DIME ship model can be easily scaled. The ship’s preliminary design model or a part of the 
ship detail model can be imported into DIME. In addition, any specific ship structures, or even an 
entire block, can be appended into the existing ship data model in DIME. Depending on the 
requirements for the engineering applications, the ship model in DIME can be filled with the 
more detailed structural members at any time during an analysis session. 

These features make the DIME application and the DIME ship data model ideal for serving as the 
master model for lifecycle ship data management. Lloyd's Register has developed the DIME 
importers to read the ship data model from SmartMarine software, Aveva Tribon, or NAPA. 

2.3 Commercial Ship Data Model 
The commercial ship data model may refer to the ship preliminary design model or the ship detail 
model. Different engineering applications require different ship model data which can be found in 
the ship preliminary design model or the ship detail data model. Each commercial ship design 
tool has an interface to let the user export any kind of ship data into its own proprietary format. 
As DIME can import NAPA, Aveva Tribon and SmartMarine formats, ship data models 
generated by these three popular ship design tools could be imported into DIME. Due to the time 
constraints, the ship data model of a representative patrol vessel created in Intelliship is used for 
this project. 
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2.3.1 SmartMarine Ship Data Model 

As a part of the effort to link the ship data model from commercial off-the-shelf software with the 
engineering analysis applications in the DIR project, Martec has created a patrol vessel data 
model using the commercial ship design software tool Intelliship. This Intelliship patrol vessel 
model has all the major structures, including hull, bulkheads, decks, girders, brackets, 
longitudinal and transverse beams and stiffeners with the material and profile properties. The 
major openings are also created. IntelliShip has its own database which is not accessible through 
any third party software. Furthermore, the format of its own database is different for each version 
of the software. However, Intelliship can export any ship structural members to an XML file 
which is clearly described in its public XSD file. 

The DIME Intelliship Importer reads the Intelliship exported XML file into DIME. Then DIME 
can generate the user defined frame sections for LR Naval Ship Rules (NSR) or export part or the 
entire ship data model to other engineering applications like AVAST or Trident Modeller. 

Although Intelliship exports most physical and geometric data correctly, there are still some 
problems: 

1. The Non-Uniform Rational B-Spline (NURBS) surfaces data are not accurately reproduced
in the export file as the number of control points used to represent the exported NURBS surfaces 
are fixed. Martec has repaired all the problems so the patrol vessel data model is usable for the 
testing purposes. 

2. The exported curves for the circle openings on the plates are not accurate. The circles
which are represented using NURBS definitions in Intelliship are exported as B-Spline curves 
with the weights for each control point missing. This can lead to situations where if two openings 
are close to each other, then the exported curves for the two openings can intersect. This problem 
can only be fixed inside Intelliship. As such, some openings had to be removed from the XML 
file in order to make the patrol vessel model usable for this project. 

3. The panel/plate/stiffener data hierarchy convention common to most ship modeling
software is not strictly followed. While normally each panel may have more than one plate, 
Intelliship treats each plate as a panel. This can lead to difficulties in DIME since stiffeners, 
which it expects to be bounded by a panel, can cross multiple panels. 

4. The plates for the non-planar surfaces are not exported. For testing purposes, the whole hull
surface is treated as a single plate. 

Martec expects that in the next version of the SmartMarine, all the export problems listed above 
should be fixed. 

DIME has successfully imported the repaired patrol vessel model. Figure 1 shows the patrol 
vessel model after being imported into DIME: 
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Figure 1: Patrol vessel model in DIME. 

 

2.3.2 Aveva Tribon Ship Data Model 

The Aveva Tribon ship model can be exported into an XML file with the exception of curved 
plates such as the hull or cambered deck. The curved plates can, however, be extracted through 
the AVEVA program interface, but must be then manually associated with the rest of the model 
exported through XML. 
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3 Ship Model

In this project, the functions in DIME are only enhanced when they are not able to support the 
linkage between the ship data model patrol vessel generated in Intelliship and the engineering 
applications. It is not the purpose of this project to enhance DIME to meet any other 
requirements, such as improving import support for other applications. 

3.1 DIME UI Enhancement 

3.1.1 UI For New DIME Drivers 

Three new drivers are added into the DIME pull down buttons: 

a. Trident Modeller Driver 

b. AVAST Driver 

c. Cathodic Protection Driver 

The DIME view will change its display contents when user changes the drivers. Figure 2 shows 
the new driver selection dropdown toolbar menu: 

Figure 2: DIME drivers toolbar menu 

3.1.2 UI For Application Data 

A new menu selection item “App Data” is added into DIME. This menu allows the user to enter 
specialized data required by the supported engineering analysis tools that would not be typically 
found within the imported SPM model.  This would be data not typically of concern during ship 
manufacture, but needed for scientific analysis.  For example, under this menu, users can input 
waterlines to be used by Martec’s cathodic protection analysis tool, CPBEM and acoustic 
signatures analysis tool AVAST. They can also define complex properties like polarization curves 
(required by CPBEM), and select them for inclusion in an engineering analysis. 
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Figure 3 shows the added menu items: 

 

Figure 3: The DIME App Data menu 

The items “AVAST” and “CPBEM” are the top-level menu items for the acoustic and cathodic 
protection applications. 

3.1.2.1 Waterline Dialog For AVAST 

A new menu item has been added below the AVAST App Data menu to allow the user to define 
the waterline location to perform an AVAST analysis (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Waterline selection dialog for AVAST 

3.1.2.2 Waterline Dialog For CPBEM 

A new menu item has been added below the CPBEM App Data menu to allow the user to define 
the waterline location to perform a cathodic protection analysis (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5: Waterline selection dialog for CPBEM 

3.1.2.3 Import Polarization Curves To DIME 

In addition to being able to define specialized analysis data within DIME, it was also felt that the 
ability to extract such data from the native file formats of analysis applications was also 
important.  Such a capability would alleviate the need to reproduce many of the complex UI 
elements already present for defining the data in the analysis tools themselves within the DIME 
application.  Furthermore, the capability would allow data to be extracted from already-existing 
analysis models for use in new analyses. 

To demonstrate the concept, the capability was implemented for handling polarization curves 
used in cathodic protection.  Code was written to look inside the CPBEM model file and identify 
any polarization curves defined.  A dialog then allowed the user to import any of the curves into 
DIME . The selected polarization curves would then be saved in the DIME database and available 
for inclusion in subsequent cathodic protection analyses being initiated from DIME. Figure 6
shows the DIME dialog listing the polarization curves available for import from an existing 
CPBEM model file. 
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Figure 6: Import polarization curves into DIME 

3.1.2.4 Set Current Polarization Curve In DIME 

Once specialized analysis data was imported into DIME using the functionality described in the 
previous section, additional interfaces were coded to allow the data to be optionally selected for 
inclusion in subsequent analyses.  Using the polarization curve example, DIME would list all 
such curves within its database (Figure 7), and any chosen by the user would be written to the 
CPBEM model file being generated by DIME. 
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Figure 7: Selecting polarization curves in DIME 

3.2 DIME Internal Data Structure Enhancement 

DIME saves the ship models in an XML file. This is acceptable for the planar ship structures; 
however the XML data structure is inefficient in memory. The hull form in the ship data model is 
in the form of trimmed NURBS to represent the geometric data.  Representing the trimmed 
NURBS in the XML file is not ideal, however, since one has to contend with the sheer volume of 
data involved as well as the necessity to capture the high-precision accuracy required to define the 
trim bounds often in terms of parametric coordinates. 

For the ship hull surface in the trimmed NURBS form, DIME uses the open-source geometry 
kernel OPENCASCADE [8] to slice the hull into a set of frame lines and generates the tessellated 
view based on the sliced frame lines. The current DIME does not save any geometry data for 
curved plates. DIME will only save the sliced frame lines. Therefore the existing DIME kernel 
data structure cannot save a ship model for use by engineering software like Trident FEA or 
AVAST. 

In order to save the whole ship data in the DIME database, new data structures are added into 
DIME for saving the ship 3D data in memory. The elements representing the ship structures are 
grouped into panels and plates, where the details like end cuts are saved with the plate geometric 
data. The stiffeners are grouped based on the panel structure. The physical properties are still 
saved in the DIME internal XML tree, but all the properties in the DIME XML tree are linked 
with the corresponding geometric data. This change will not affect any DIME legacy data. With 
this new data structure, DIME can now save the ship model data from the commercial software 
without losing any accuracy. 
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3.3 DIME Importer Enhancement 

For this project, only the DIME Importer for SmartMarine was modified. DIME uses the Lloyd’s 
Register NGeometry kernel library to handle any geometric operations. The NGeometry library
only provides basic geometric functions like calculating a point on a curve and uses a poly-line to 
represent a curve (i.e. a piecewise-linear representation). The functions in the NGeometry library 
are not sufficient to handle complex non-planar ship geometric data. 

As the NGeometry library is used throughout the DIME program, however, the NGeometry 
functions are considered for replacement only where necessary to support the fully non-planar 
geometry being considered as part of this project. For example, a composite curve (a curve 
consisting of many curves) is approximated in DIME with a list of points. After this
enhancement, the same composite curve is defined with the functions in a new, more capable 
commercial geometry kernel, SMLib [9]. There is no loss of accuracy to use the functions in 
SMLib to represent the composite curve. Such a change is critical, as to approximate a composite 
curve with a list of points makes the ship data model not usable in Trident Modeller. 

3.4 DIME Interface To Trident Modeller 

The link between DIME and Trident Modeller is critical to allow DIME to transfer the data to 
various engineering software.  Trident Modeller can equivalence a ship model, generate the mesh 
loops for the ship model and create the meshes of the ship model for Trident FEA. 

The interface to Trident Modeller is through a domain-specific scripting language, RMGScript, 
defined in an XML file that includes all the ship structures with physical properties and geometric 
data. 

For this project, a newly implemented interface which creates an RMGScript model based on the 
DIME ship data model is added to DIME, so that DIME can now export a ship model to Trident 
Modeller. Most of the ship structural elements like hull, panels, plates, twisted or non-twisted 
stiffeners and all the physical properties, like thickness, material and profiles, in the DIME ship 
data model can be exported to Trident Modeller via RMGScript. 

However, difficulties were encountered exporting some DIME entities to RMGScript due to 
fundamental differences in their definition in each application.  They include: 

a. Coamings around an opening.

b. Edge reinforcements on plates.

c. Pillars.

It is recommended that Trident Modeller should be enhanced to support modeling these entities 
with the data available from the DIME model. 

The model from NAPA and Tribon in DIME can also be exported to Trident Modeller, but the 
hull surface will be missing and the stiffener orientations may not be right. To fix those problems, 
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the DIME Importer for NAPA and Tribon should be enhanced, but this is not within the scope of 
this project. 

3.5 DIME Interface To AVAST 

A new driver for AVAST is added to DIME.  Since AVAST requires only the wetted hull, the 
DIME 3D model view will display only the hull when the user selects AVAST as the current 
driver. Figure 8 shows only the hull model when the user selects the target analysis tool as 
AVAST: 

Figure 8: Ship data model for AVAST in DIME 

The new AVAST driver has the following two functions: 

a. Create an RMGScript model for Trident Modeller and set the parameters so the Trident
Modeller will generate meshes only for the wet hull surface (below the given waterline) and save 
the mesh data file at a specified location.  

b. Launch AVAST and pass the path to the saved mesh data to the AVAST program.

3.6 DIME Interface To CPBEM (Cathodic Protection) 

The changes required to DIME to add the driver for cathodic protection analysis were similar to 
those required for AVAST except the executable launched is CPBEM. 
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4 Ship Model 

4.1 DIME Ship Data Model For LR Naval Ship Rules 

Ship data models in NSR are a set of transverse section designs at specific positions along the 
ship.  NSR assumes the way that the longitudinal structure in transverse sections extends along 
the ship and assesses it accordingly. Each transverse section in the NSR ship data model is a set 
of drawings that define the scantling design for the ship. Normally a transverse section contains 
both longitudinal structure and transverse structures, but NSR only uses the longitudinal 
structures for the assessment against the Naval Ship Rules. 

In order to show the longitudinal positions of the transverse frame sections, NSR allows users to 
import the ship hull surface to create the ship central profile. 

In order to support an NSR analysis, DIME lets the user slice the ship data model at any location 
along the X-axis (Figure 8) to create a set of intersection curves which represent the transverse 
frame section data. The stiffener profiles, deck or hull at the sliced frame section will be 
displayed as a set of intersection curves. DIME can export the frame section data which are: 

a. All the material data for the ship data model in DIME, including the material types and 
physical properties like Poisson’s ratio, etc. 

b. All the profile data for the ship data model in DIME, profile names and geometric 
definitions. 

c. Strakes at the sliced locations, including the key parameters for each strake: thickness, 
material and width. 

d. Decks at the sliced locations. 

e. Stiffeners or girders on each strake or deck, including the stiffener locations, offset and 
profiles. 

All the material, the profiles and the transverse frame section data are sent to NSR. After filling 
the following missing basic data: 

a. designed depth 

b. summer draft 

c. moulded breadth 

d. rule length 

e. loading data 

NSR can perform a basic Naval Ship Rules assessment.  
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With this new capability added to DIME, once the ship data model from any commercial software 
is imported into DIME, NSR can be used for the assessment of any transverse frame section 
created from DIME. 

Figure 9 shows one frame section being imported into NSR and all the material and stiffener 
properties that are imported into NSR as well. 

Figure 9: A frame section exported from DIME to NSR 

In future developments, the DIME NSR exporter should be modified to include the following 
data: 

a. Add a transverse frame section to an existing NSR project file. The current DIME NSR
exporter creates a new project for each exported section. 

b. A flag should be added to a frame section to indicate that the frame section is the
midships frame section. In the NSR project, the midships frame section must always be defined. 

c. Basic data like length between perpendiculars, draught, breadth etc. or any parameters
that can be derived from the ship basic parameters should be exported from DIME to NSR, as 
they are required by NSR and must currently be populated manually. 

Although it was considered to export the patrol vessel model to RulesCalc for purposes of 
demonstrating another link from DIME to rules assessment software, it was ultimately not done 
due to the fact that RulesCalc is not able to perform its analysis on a ship with such a short overall 
length (RulesCalc requires a minimum ship length of 90 metres). 
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4.2 DIME Ship Data Model For Trident FEA 

Trident FEA is an analysis tool that requires a meshed model. Trident Modeller can be used to 
create a mesh model for Trident FEA based on a ship data model. With the newly added interface 
to Trident Modeller discussed in Section 3.4, DIME can export the DIME ship data model to 
Trident Modeller. 

Trident Modeller can be used to equivalence the ship data model, generate mesh loops and create 
the ship mesh data model which can then be exported to Trident FEA.  

Figure 10 shows the meshed patrol vessel model after being brought from DIME into Trident 
Modeller: 

 

Figure 10: Meshed patrol vessel model for Trident FEA 

 

4.3 DIME Ship Data Model For AVAST 

The ship model in AVAST is a meshed wetted hull surface. DIME lets the user define the draught 
and creates an RMGScript model of the hull and waterline for Trident Modeller. Trident Modeller 
will generate the meshed wetted surface. Figure 11 shows the patrol vessel model in AVAST and 
the analysis results. 
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Figure 11: Patrol vessel model in AVAST and analysis results 

4.4 DIME Ship Data Model For CPBEM (Cathodic Protection) 

Similar to the requirement in AVAST for the ship data model, the ship data model for the 
cathodic protection program is also a meshed wetted hull surface. The DIME cathodic protection 
driver uses a similar approach as the AVAST driver to export the ship data model first to Trident 
Modeller for meshing, and then to the cathodic protection program CPBEM. As described in 
Section 3.1.2.4, the current polarization curve is also exported to the CPBEM application. 

Figure 12 shows the patrol vessel model in the cathodic protection program (CPBEM). 
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Figure 12: Patrol vessel model in CPBEM 
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5 Updated DIME XSD Schema

The DIME data schema defines what kind of data DIME can import or save in the DIME model. 
The schema is defined in an XSD file and can be easily expanded. As changes to the schema are 
made, the corresponding changes to the DIME source code can be made in a straightforward 
manner due to its close correspondence with the schema definition (for example, some code 
modules of DIME are auto-generated based on the .XSD file). 

5.1 5.1. DIME Schema Change for Polarization Curve 
In this project, the polarization curve used in cathodic protection analysis is used to demonstrate 
that DIME can import the engineering data from an application data file. In order to save the 
polarization curves in DIME, the XSD file was extended.  A top-level extensibility element, 
Advanced Assessment was added, below which all data pertinent to advanced engineering 
analysis could be added without affecting code that was based on the remainder of the schema. 
Figure 13 shows the extended XSD file.  

Figure 13: The updated DIME XSD showing the Advanced Assessment element 
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6 Future Development

In this project, Martec has used and extended DIME to demonstrate that it can serve as a central 
hub to import the ship data model from Intelliship, Aveva Tribon or NAPA and to export the data 
to many different engineering applications including AVAST, CPBEM or Trident Modeller. The 
patrol vessel model created with Intelliship was used as an example. Three new drivers: AVAST, 
Cathodic Protection and Trident Modeller were added into DIME. The database for DIME was 
also updated to save advanced engineering data like polarization curves so that DIME can import 
or export the polarization curves to the cathodic protection analysis tool.  

This prototype application shows that a commercial ship data model can be imported into DIME 
and used as a lifecycle support model. Over the years the commercial ship data model may not be 
supported due to a system change or version upgrade, but the DIME ship data model can still be 
used to generate different ship data models for the engineering applications. The simple, 
extendable and scalable LR DIME ship data model is the ideal central hub for generating different 
ship data models for engineering applications. 

This project shows: 

a. DIME can import the ship data model from commercial software and generate, with
different levels of complexity, ship data models for different engineering applications. 

b. DIME can import advanced engineering parameters like polarization curves, so all the
engineering applications can share the same parameter values, ensuring engineering analyses can 
be carried out in a consistent data environment. 

c. Engineering applications can be easily integrated into DIME due to the stable DIME
framework. 

d. The DIME data model can be expanded to accommodate more complex ship data models.

This prototype application should be further developed towards becoming a released product. The 
following specific points are identified in support of this goal: 

a. Use latest-versions of commercial software (NAPA, SmartMarine or Aveva Tribon) to
create a sample test model which has all the typical ship structures like the hull, hull plates, 
panels, plates, stiffeners, brackets, openings etc. All the physical properties like thickness, 
Young’s Modulus, etc. should also be available. 

b. Export the ship data model into an external file that can be read into DIME.

c. Import the ship data model into DIME.

d. Generate different ship data models for the engineering analysis applications.

e. Check whether the imported data are correct or not.

It is also necessary to enhance the DIME importers for NAPA and Aveva Tribon to handle curved 
plates. 
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